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On-Demand Branch Prediction CVA MEMO 133 Milad Mohammadi, Song Han, Tor M. Aamodt, and William J. Dally Electrical Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305 E-mail:{milad, songhan, dally}@cva.stanford.edu Electrical Engineering, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z4 E-mail:[email protected] Thursday 12th September, 2013 Abstract In out-of-order (OoO) processors, speculative execution with high branch prediction accuracy is employed to achieve good single thread performance. In these processors the branch prediction unit tables (BPU) are accessed in parallel with the instruction cache before it is known whether a fetch group contains branch instructions. For integer applications, we find 80% of BPU lookups are done for non-branch operations and of the remaining lookups, 80% are done for highly biased branches that can be predicted statically with high accuracy. We propose ondemand branch prediction (ODBP), a novel technique that uses compiler generated hints to identify those instructions that can be more accurately predicted statically to eliminate unnecessary BPU lookups. We evaluate an implementation of ODBP that combines static and dynamic branch prediction. For a 4-wide superscalar processor, ODBP delivers as much as 12% improvement in average energy-delay (ED) product, 8% core average energy saving, and 3% speedup. ODBP also enables the use of large BPU’s for a given power budget.
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Introduction



To achieve high single thread performance, superscalar processors must fetch and decode multiple instructions per cycle. To achieve this, modern speculative superscalar processors (e.g., Power 7 [23]), access the branch prediction unit (BPU) every cycle. Our studies show that up to 12% of processor energy can be consumed on branch prediction. For integer applications, roughly 20% of all dynamic instructions are branches and for our workload we find 80% of executed branches are strongly biased and indeed statically predictable with the same level of accuracy as achieved using modern dynamic branch predictors (BP). Thus, 96% of instructions do not require access to 1



dynamic branch prediction. On a four wide superscalar machine this in turn implies that ideally only one access is required every six cycles. If the processor could know in advance which cycles a prediction was not needed, then it could potentially save up to 83% of branch prediction energy resulting in 10% overall energy reduction while obtaining similar performance. We propose on-demand branch prediction (ODBP), an energy efficient prediction technique that uses compiler-generated hints to select static prediction for instructions that are either not branches or are strongly biased. The hint bits are associated with earlier instructions (ahead prediction) so they are available during the relevant prediction. ODBP reduces the average core energy by 8% and improves the ED product by 12%. Ahead instruction type prediction is related to the challenge of long predictor latency [12, 13, 19–21]. To hide long predictor latency processors such as the Alpha EV6 [13] and EV8 [20], Power 7 [23] and ARM Cortex-A15 [14] employ an override prediction strategy [12]. Whereas ODBP employs ahead type prediction to avoid lookups to branch prediction arrays, the overriding approaches generally involve parallel lookup to predictors every cycle to tackle wire delay. Wide issue superscalar processors can provide fewer branch target predictions than instructions in a fetch group [4, 11]. However, for accurate prediction of direction, they provide a parallel prediction of all instructions in a fetch group (regardless of whether they are branches) and use instruction predecode bits the following cycle to identify predictions corresponding to branches [20, 23]. ODBP aims to perform dynamic prediction only when necessary. While a fetch target buffer (FTB) [19] avoids parallel direction prediction lookups it complicates return address prediction and to “get ahead” of instruction fetch, the FTB makes a direction and target predictor access every cycle which consumes energy. Early research on branch prediction explored the use of combining static and dynamic prediction similar to ODBP, but focused on the benefits to performance [6] rather than energy. In this paper, we first introduce a mechanism for saving energy while achieving strong branch prediction accuracy by annotating static prediction hints to earlier instructions, and then discuss a profile based hint assignment technique that optimizes ED gain. ODBP would be suitable either in the context of embedded systems or systems employing runtime compilation to encourage software portability such as the Heterogeneous System Architecture platform [1].
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On-Demand Branch Prediction Theory



Static prediction has the advantage of energy efficiency, but suffers from poor prediction accuracy for branches with weak bias. Dynamic prediction provides higher prediction accuracy, but suffers from high energy overhead. Combining the two schemes delivers substantially lower energy footprint with stronger prediction accuracy. At compile time, we annotate instruction binaries with prediction hints. This enables the CPU to choose between static and dynamic prediction schemes at runtime. The hints determine instruction type (branch or non-branch); if an instruction is a branch, hints also determine if it is statically predicted taken (ST), statically not-taken (SN), or dynamically predictable (DY). The decision for the choice of prediction scheme is made using 2



an algorithm that assigns hint annotations based on both profile information (accuracy, bias) and a number of architectural parameters. The following analysis provides the corresponding annotation (ST, SN, DY) for each static instruction. Below, EDODBP and ED are the energy-delay products for ODBP and our OoO baseline (BASE) respectively; incremental energy and delay changes in ED gives EDODBP . The ED is reduced when the incremental change in energy by using static prediction more than offsets any increase in delay. ∆E and ∆D refer to the change of energy and execution latency when the ODBP scheme is used. The change in EDODBP is favorable for a static instruction when equation 5 is satisfied. EDODBP = (E + ∆E) ∗ (D + ∆D)



(1)



⇒ EDODBP ≈ ED + E ∗ ∆D + D ∗ ∆E



(2)



EDODBP < ED



(3)



⇒ E ∗ ∆D < −D ∗ ∆E



(4)



⇒ −∆E/∆D > E/D



(5)



For a branch biased towards taken, ∆D is estimated using equations 6, 7. Dmis denotes mis-speculation penalty cycles. If a branch bias is greater than the dynamic predictor’s accuracy, static prediction is superior. A negative value for ∆D implies static prediction is more accurate than dynamic. ∆DST = (accuj − biasj ) ∗ Dmis



(6)



∆DSN = (accuj − (1 − biasj )) ∗ Dmis



(7)



∆E is estimated using equations 8, 9. Epc denotes core energy-per-cycle, and Ebp is the energy saved by avoiding the BPU lookup. A negative value for ∆E favors static prediction and a positive value favors dynamic. ∆EST = ∆DST ∗ Epc − Ebp



(8)



∆ESN = ∆DSN ∗ Epc − Ebp



(9)



if (−∆EST /∆DST > E/D) choose ST annotation, else if (−∆ESN /∆DSN > E/D) choose SN annotation, else choose DY annotation.
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Architecture Implementation



Baseline Model: the baseline branch predictor (BASE) for this study is built similar to the Alpha EV8 branch predictor [20]. The access model follows [8] where on every cycle, the BPU is indexed using the fetch group PC, to collect fetch-width many predictions, one for every fetched instruction; ODBP also uses this model. Hardware Architecture: a BPU consists of three key components: Branch Prediction Table (BP), Branch Target Buffer (BTB), and Return Address Stack (RAS). All three units are accessed at every fetch event. In ODBP, during the fetch stage, DY instructions look up all tables in BPU, ST instructions only look up BTB and RAS, 3
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Figure 1: OoO core front-end pipeline with ODBP logic



and SN instructions never lookup any BPU tables. At the commit stage, DY instructions update any table in BPU as needed, ST instructions update BTB and RAS when needed, and SN instructions never update any BPU tables. In addition to determining the prediction policy, hint bits enable instruction type prediction; SN includes all nonbranch instructions as well as branches with not-taken bias. ST includes unconditional branches and branches with taken bias. DY includes all other branches. Upon a mis-speculation or exception, the pipeline is flushed and the program resumes from the most recent non-speculative context checkpoint. To do so, every checkpoint stores hints for upcoming instructions and restores them upon a squash event. Fig. 1 shows the gate level changes (in gray) made to the BASE front-end to filter out unnecessary BP, BTB, and RAS accesses. ODBP fetch and forwards branch prediction hints to the first stage where the two AND gates block unnecessary lookups. The prediction hint bit polices used in this work assume SN = b0 00, ST = b0 01, DY = b0 10. The most significant bit determines the prediction policy choice (static vs. dynamic), and the least significant bit gives the prediction in case the static policy is set. While b0 11 is unused here, it can be provisioned to further reduce table accesses by selectively looking up a BP table to obtain its prediction with lower access energy. Hint Forwarding: Fig. 1 shows hint bits are available to BPU just after instructionfetch while the PC is available immediately after the BPU completes the previous PC computation. The lag between the arrival time of PC and hints implies hint information must be annotated to earlier instructions. Equation 10 gives the distance between an instruction and its annotated hint; it depends on the fetch-width (FW), w, and fetch pipeline depth, n.
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d = w ∗ (n − 1)



(10)



Notice, d is the distance between an instruction and its hint in the dynamic code trace. Annotating hints, however, is done at compile time where they are assigned to static instructions; instruction hints are hoisted up by d instructions and annotated to the corresponding static instruction in the control-flow graph (CFG). Depending on d and basic-block (BB) sizes, hints can be propagated across BB boundaries, and potentially contend for annotating their conflicting hints to the same upstream static instruction. The conflict is resolved by picking the hint with the best expected improvement in ED given profile information. To do so, path frequency statistics are collected during the profiling phase. No hint contention occurs when the number of hint alternatives is one. This happens when the hint for an instruction is annotated to an earlier instruction in the same BB, or when two BB’s are connected with an unconditional branch, or when all hints are of the same kind. Hints are either incorporated into the instruction set architecture (ISA) or into an existing ISA by storing a hint file separate and parallel to the executable file. Hint Annotation Algorithm: following the above analysis, a four-step algorithm is formulated for ahead hint annotation: first, for each static instruction, initialize ∆DST , ∆DSN , ∆EST , ∆ESN as discussed in section 2 . Then, for every static instruction j with distance d (equation 10) from instruction i in the CFG, compute its weighted path frequency (W P Fij ). Then, at every instruction i, find ∆DST,i by summing the weighted ∆DST,j ’s over each ij path in the CFG (i.e. sum of W P Fij ∗ ∆DST,j ). Repeat this for estimating ∆EST,i , ∆ESN,i , and ∆DSN,i . Next, use equation 5 for each static instruction, i; this equation is either satisfied for SN or ST but not both; if satisfied for neither, i is marked DY. Fig. 2 illustrates how hints are placed in ODBP for the simple case of a scalar pipeline (w = 1) along with the pipeline stages as in Fig. 1 (n = 2). For this combination, the hints must be placed one instruction earlier (d = 1) than the instruction receiving the hint. Instruction 3.M U L holds the hint for 4.BCC, and 4.BCC holds the hint for 5.BCC and 6.BCC combined. 5.BCC must hold the hint for 6.BCC and 7.SU B; since their hints disagree, 5.BCC is marked DY assuming that both 6.BCC and 7.SU B are frequently executed. The hint for 1.ADD is held by an earlier instruction, and 8.M U L holds the hint for the next instruction in the CFG.
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Simulation Methodology



For performance analysis, we used Gem5 (with SimPoint support), a cycle accurate simulator with support for OoO execution and Alpha ISA; for energy modeling, we used McPAT [2, 10, 15]. SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks are used for the evaluation of this work [18]. The test inputs are used for profiling, and the reference inputs for performance and energy evaluation. Our evaluations use the 2Bc-gskew predictor designed for low prediction aliasing [22]; it consists of the following 2bit FSM tables: two g-share (G0, G1), a bimodal (BIM), a choice (META) predictor. Similar to Alpha EV8, BIM is used as the third gskew table [20]. In this study, we use the 45nm technol-
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Figure 2: Hint forwarding in a scalar processor with fetch pipeline latency n = 2 and fetch-width w = 1.



ogy node, 2GHz clock frequency, 4096 entry BTB, 32kB L1I/L1D caches, and 1MB L2 cache.
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Results



Fig. 3 shows the results for varying FW; increases in the distance between the hint and its corresponding instruction due to FW increases worsen hint annotation accuracy leading to lower speedups, and less energy saving (Fig. 3(a,b)). Nonetheless, our results suggest the ED remains favorable for all FW values commonly used in modern CPU’s (Fig. 3(c)). We observe a similar trend when sweeping the fetch pipeline depth (FPD) from 2 to 5 cycles. Also, the ED product improves when sweeping BP sizes. For the prediction configuration of FPD=2, FW=2, when BP size increases from {1,2,2,2}k to {16,32,32,32}k entries, BASE prediction accuracy improves, fewer aliasing mispredictions happen, speedup drops but remains above 1, energy savings grow, and so the overall ED gain improves. This trend suggests ODBP enables building large branch predictor tables without paying the toll for energy consumption and benefiting from more accurate predictions. Energy saving is accomplished by eliminating unnecessary BPU lookups and better performance is achieved through less BPU traffic and higher prediction accuracy for statically predicted instructions. Fig. 3(d) compares the mis-prediction per 1000 instructions (MPKI) of BASE and ODBP. For ODBP, the MPKI’s are broken into static and dynamic. In most cases, the overall MPKI for ODBP is lower than BASE because the ODBP algorithm favors the prediction model that delivers the lower ED which mainly implies the better prediction accuracy, despite the different inputs for profiling and evaluation; so, highly biased branches with accuracy < bias, use static prediction. Because of the distance between the hint and its instruction, it is possible that less frequently executed instructions be annotated with a hint that does not reflect their correct control behavior. For instance, at runtime, an unconditional branch may be assigned a SN hint and inevitably be mis-speculated later. Moreover, it is possible different paths of execution assign different hints to different dynamic instances of a static instruction. For instance, one path of execution may label a non-branch instruc-
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Figure 3: (a) DBASE /DODBP , (b) EODBP /EBASE , (c) EDODBP /EDBASE , (d) static/dynamic branch mispredictions/1000 instructions of ODBP and BASE. The BP sizes correspond to the number of entries for {BIM,G0,G1,META} predictor tables.



tion SN and another may label it DY. In such circumstances, we observe undesirable BPU traffic that may lead to destructive aliasing. We find that while such instances are possible, they are rare events associated with less frequently executed code paths. For benchmarks with poor speedup such as gcc, static mis-speculation is the source of performance drop which is in turn the result of frequent mis-labeling cases at d = 2 and d = 8; we attribute the destructive hint contention at such d values to the small BB sizes and control flow structure of gcc. Static mis-prediction can be reduced if every instruction were to provide multiple hints to the BP so that ODBP chose the appropriate hint according to the execution path.
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Related Work



The Intel Pentium 4 employs static prediction upon a BTB miss in decode after several pipeline stages [3]. The IBM Power 4 employs static hints to find if it must use the RAS or BTB [24]. Chaver, et al. [7] focus on profiling techniques to reduce BPU energy by dynamically adjusting its resources such as BTB size. Yang, et al. [25] focus on early identification of incoming branch addresses using static information about the program control-flow. Using this information BTB is accessed only for branches dynamically predicted-taken rather than on every instruction. Yeh, et al. [26] discuss various techniques for predicting and fetching multiple branch instructions per cycle. Mahlke, et al. [16] discuss a technique to eliminate hard to predict branches from BPU through hyperblock formation and instruction predication. Chang, et al. [5] eliminate
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g-share aliasing by tracking highly biased branches in BTB and not updating BP for such branches; in doing so the fetch unit looks up BTB and BP for every fetch group. Monchiero, et al. [17] limit BP lookup though static hints used to activate the dynamic branch prediction only when a branch is about to execute in VLIW architectures; this technique eliminates lookups for only some non-branch instructions. ODBP’s prediction model makes it possible to reduce BPU accesses by combining static and dynamic branch prediction. It focuses on ahead prediction through static hint annotations to support energy efficient BP utilization at peak fetch efficiency; this needs hoisting hints to earlier instructions while improving ED.
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Conclusion



In this work we proposed on-demand branch prediction, a technique that enables 36% average energy saving in the fetch unit and 8% total average processor energy saving by combining dynamic and static branch prediction. The compiler, using profiling information, provides static hints that enable the program to avoid dynamic predictions on both non-branch instruction and on highly-biased branches (where the bias exceeds the accuracy of the dynamic predictor); this leads to 80% reduction in BPU lookup events, and an average energy-delay (ED) product gain of 12%.
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